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Are Macbeth and Donald Trump similar? According 

to this article, there is a ‘scary connection’ between 

the two. Click here to read.

How would actors in Shakespeare’s Globe really have 

pronounced the words? Maybe not as you might 

imagine. Click here to watch and find out.

Visit Manchester Art Gallery.

What do you think about the recent, temporary removal of 

J.W. Waterhouse’s 1896 painting ‘Hylas and the Nymphs’? 

How does it reflect changing views and the importance of 

context to texts? 

http://www.lunalunamagazine.com/blog/donald-trump-and-macbeth
https://www.youtube.com/embed/gPlpphT7n9s
http://manchesterartgallery.org/
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/feb/06/takedown-waterhouse-naked-nymphs-art-action-manchester-art-gallery-sonia-boyce
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The patterns and ratios Maths produces can help 

create some of history's most striking works of art. 

Read this article for great examples of this. 

Escher is a very famous artist who uses tessellations 

in his art. This video introduces you to some of his 

work and the mathematics behind it.

Visit Manchester Art Gallery.

What examples can you find of Maths in the 

galleries? Waqas Khan's drawings may be of 

particular interest.

https://www.sciencealert.com/7-times-mathematics-became-art-and-blew-our-minds
https://youtu.be/Kcc56fRtrKU
http://manchesterartgallery.org/
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What are the ten most common scientific 

misconceptions? Click here to find out.

25 science experiments that you can do at home 

(please be careful!)          watch here

Circuit city - A family friendly display telling the story of 

how the first electric power circuits changed 

Manchester.

https://www.csmonitor.com/Science/2013/1031/10-common-scientific-misconceptions/On-the-other-side-of-the-equator-the-toilets-flush-backward
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YD2Pw9R7jY
https://www.msimanchester.org.uk/whats-on/circuit-city
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Is it ethical to sell human organs? Read this article to 

find out more.  Click here to read.

How the death of one individual might save multiple 

lives. Click here to watch

Visit Imperial War Museum North

Mixing It: The Changing Faces of Wartime Britain

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-india-42983977
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjLK8Q_t1Wk&app=desktop
http://www.iwm.org.uk/exhibitions/iwm-north/mixing-it-the-changing-faces-of-wartime-britain
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Read 

Find out about the type of careers you can have in the 

performing arts here

Watch

Think you are using your body language effectively?

See one hundred ways to sit here

Do

Go to a local theatre! See Bolton Octagon’s ‘What’s 

on guide’ here

https://www.thestage.co.uk/jobs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFdWIm4ygpM
https://octagonbolton.co.uk/
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The Guardian: Women's Rugby is a successful sports 

whose time to share the spotlight has come.

Read Here

Shaun White: The guy who raised the bar in 

snowboarding.

Watch Here

Get out and inspired in Manchester, Find a new sport 

for you! 

Visit Manchester Here

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2018/jan/11/womens-rugby-is-a-successful-sport-whose-time-to-share-spotlight-and-money-has-come
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqdAhD0CJqw
https://www.visitmanchester.com/ideas-and-inspiration/sport

